


Ihave a very long commercial
memory, and I remember with

considerable clarity that in days long
ago, the “marketing function” was a
sideshow, almost an after-thought,
or an add-on to the real engine room
within most companies – the sales
force.

Typically, the inhabitants of the
marketing department – yes, that
was way before they became
divisions, or even functions – were
either failed salesmen or women,
who had lost the appetite for full on
daily competitive skirmishes, or they
were returning mothers, looking for
some part-time income.

Their days typically began at
8.55 am on the dot, and ended at
5.01pm. They closed down
typewriters/word processors (yes, I
am really talking about that long
ago) at 1.00 pm, to unpack their
lunches, and then religiously packed
all the Tupperware and flasks away
again at 1.59 pm.

They did not so much enter
rooms, but rather shuffle in,
nervously - almost apologetically -

as if in fear of being asked if they
could possibly justify their existence. 

They may have thought that they
were responsible for promoting –
and occasionally defending – the
company’s image, but in reality, they
were at the beckoning of anyone in
the boardroom/C-Suite. Come to
think about it, they were also at the
beckoning of anyone in sales too.

My goodness, how times have
changed. Marketing heads now
stride across the sales floor; they
look the sales team in the eyes; they
have become an important and
integral part of the “offense unit.” In
fact, marketing teams who know
what they are doing are as valuable
as high-achieving sales professionals.

Why? The advancement in very
high quality and efficient
sales/marketing alignment tools
have propelled the marketing
function into a formidable front-line
function, producing a constant
stream of high quality leads and
opportunities. In many organizations,
they have replaced cold calling and
established themselves as the “new

business creation stars”.
We are very happy to see them –

we need them!

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

PS: Do get across to Top Sales
World as often as you can – there
are new resources being added
every day, from the world’s
leading sales experts, and it is all
FREE.

Who Needs Marketing?

Editorial
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JF: Will you begin by sharing
with us the "behind-the-scenes"
story of what motivated you to
launch WittyParrot?
AJ: Technology is changing the
way we do business. This past
decade has seen explosive growth
influenced by technology across
consumers and businesses. Few
trends such as smart phones, big
data, cloud adoption in businesses,
BYOD (bring your own device),
social media, are making a huge
impact for enterprises, affecting
their business models and forcing
them to catch up and embrace
these in order to survive.

In order to survive and sustain
growth, enterprises have to adopt
and leverage innovative tools and
technologies in sales and marketing
to stay ahead of their competition.
This calls for a paradigm shift in
traditional IT structure and support.

Technology teams in enterprises,
particularly those who support
sales and marketing functions,
have to be agile, adaptive to
change and constantly looking for
industry trends, tools and
technologies. 

We developed the WittyParrot
platform to help sales and marketing
teams to achieve speed and
consistency in all their communication,
leveraging cloud, mobile and big
data technologies.

JF: What are the major benefits
for salespeople in using
WittyParrot?
AJ: According to IDC, a
salesperson spends an average of
28hrs per month in searching for
information and re-creating documents.
A typical day in the life of a
salesperson includes many
activities, the majority of which are

working with leads and prospects,
convincing and pushing them
through the sales cycle until
closure. WittyParrot helps the
salesperson in many ways during
the sales process, primarily
focussed on outreach and response
related activities. WittyParrot is like
a Swiss army knife where a
salesperson can do many things in
one place. Key value proposition
and capabilities include:

� Quickly and consistently create
emails, presentations, RFPs and
RFIs, etc.
� Instant access to communication
templates for outreach and response
that can be "dynamically personalized”
� Quickly find information and
collateral using contextual search
and folder organization
� Conveniently drag & drop
snippets of content into emails,

Jonathan Farrington interviews WittyParrot’s Founder & CEO, Annil Jwalanna.

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s WittyParrot
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Word, PowerPoint, etc.
� Create micro email and social
media campaigns
� Get operational and insightful
metrics and analytics
� Quickly ramp-up salespeople to
be effective and productive in their
job (make a rookie salesperson
work like a seasoned and veteran
salesperson)
� Empowers all salespeople, both
internal and external sales, to use
the latest and greatest information
enabling everyone to “Speak with
One Voice"

JF: How is WittyParrot different
from all the file storage systems?
They also claim to help you
manage content?
AJ: The magic of WittyParrot
begins with the fact that the
fundamental unit of content in
WittyParrot is a “Wit” instead of a
file. A Wit is a reusable content
block that could be one of the
following:

� A block of text (a single word to
an entire chapter)
� A block of text with one or more
files attached to it
� A block of text with one or more
embedded images, links, and
videos
� A file

The ability to manage and deliver
granular content blocks at a
“subdocument” level is a key
differentiator of WittyParrot,
compared to a system that simply
manages monolithic documents.
Once content is in Wit format, it is
very easily accessed and reused,
without first having to hunt through

a document and then cut/copy/
save-as/paste.

Here are four ways why we are
different from cloud storage
systems to start with:

1. We support unstructured content:
Our philosophy is that 80% of the
communication is unstructured
content, so if we want to make
communication effective, we need
to work with unstructured content.
2. We bring the content to the
point of use: Our widget is present
at the point of use unlike other
systems where you have to go and
fetch it.
3. Rapid personalization: Think of
it like mail merge in Word, only not
just available in Word but almost
any other systems (email,
presentations, social media etc.)
4. Seamless social integration:
We support content to be shared in
three social networks seamlessly -
LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

JF: I understand that you recently
integrated with Salesforce.com.
How does that work and why did
you embark on that integration?
AJ: Yes, we have tight integration
with salesforce.com Sales people
can access the WittyParrot widget
inside salesforce, so that they can
live and work in salesforce all the
time. Unique integration enables
WittyParrot to present ONLY
relevant information and collateral
contextual to a particular opportunity,
lead etc. WittyParrot uses the
attributes and attribute values of a

given opportunity or lead to find the
relevant communication information
or collateral for the given context.
This will help rookie and seasoned
salespeople to instantly find
targeted information without
spending time and effort to find the
latest and relevant information. This
not only helps to find contextual
information and provides insight
about effective content and
collateral associated with successful
deals.

JF: Apart from salespeople who
else are you targeting?
AJ: Our primary target market is
sales and sales enablement. In
addition, we are focussing on user
cases where communication is
intense with extensive communication
coupled with the need to be right on
the message across teams with a
consistent message. These user
cases include marketing, customer
support and talent acquisition.

JF: Last but not the least, why
the name, WittyParrot?
AJ: Parrot is the bird, which not
only talks and repeats words but
can also semantically understand
the context close to human being.
WittyParrot is a platform where
users can create once and reuse
the information again and again
across teams. Since we are heavily
focussing on providing contextual
and relevant information using big
data, hence the name WittyParrot! �
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Anil Jwalanna is Founder and CEO of Witty Parrot.
Find out more by visiting here.

http://www.wittyparrot.com/
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The increased investment you
have to make means it’s more

important than ever to make sure
your Sales Process is under
control. But instead of looking at
every aspect of a complex Sales
Process throughout a long sales
cycle, many vendors concentrate
on the detailed content of the
proposal and neglect developing
relationships and a distinctive
value proposition. As a result you
lose the pitch, along with the large
investment you’ve made in trying

to win the business.
Last minute surprises are the

worst thing that can happen. I was
with the Sales Director of a client, at
his monthly Sales meeting recently,
and watched as one of the Regional
Sales Directors revealed that the
multi million Euro deal he’d been
working on for months, and seemed
so sure of closing just last month,
now looked like it was going to a
competitor. The Sales Director had
already told the CEO the deal was
in the bag. You can imagine how

the next conversation between the
CEO and the Sales Director went…

You can’t win every pitch, but
you can expect to know just how
the pitch is going at every stage.
And the management tool you use
is an Opportunity Review.

Sales Professionals don’t like
Opportunity Reviews
There are a few problems with
Opportunity Reviews, a lot of Sales
Professionals see them at best as a
waste of time, and at worst a grim
interrogation process that provides
no benefit. But if we look at how to
run them well, it will become clear
that a good Opportunity Review
benefits everyone.

Sales People should get new
ideas
Firstly, let’s look at the Opportunity
Review from the standpoint of the
person trying to make the sale.
You might have a concern, in the
back of your mind, that your
manager won’t give you the
resources you need to deliver the
sale. He or she might even cancel
the pitch if it doesn’t look good. So
it is tempting to make the
opportunity look better than it
really is. But the real benefits of an
Opportunity Review only come
when you are completely
transparent about what is
happening, and flag up all the
questions and all the potential
problems.

It is very important that the Sales
Person leading the pitch – the

B2B sales cycles are getting longer and more complex, so
the cost of pitching is rising – our research suggests the
effort you have to make has doubled in the last 10 years.
A recent sales opportunity we were involved in, to
outsource the network operations of a European
Telecoms giant, took 2 years.

Learn to love Opportunity Reviews 
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Phil Kreindler

Opportunity Owner – uses an
Opportunity Roadmap to highlight
all the potential problems and
questions. This helps ensure that
every aspect of the sale - including
value propositions and relationships
- are kept in focus. The Opportunity
Owner brings the Roadmap to the
review, with key issues highlighted,
and they form the focus of the
Review. Then it becomes the job of
the manager to help overcome the
problems, rather than painfully
trying to distinguish assumptions
and wishful thinking from the truth.

Managing a good Opportunity
Review
As a Sales leader in an
Opportunity Review, you have
quite a challenging set of tasks.
You need to use positive
coaching techniques and good
questions to reach consensus
about the current situation and
identify the areas of concern.
Next, you have to brainstorm how
to resolve the problem areas,
come up with an action plan and
work with the Opportunity Owner
to assign those actions and
ensure there is plan to make sure
they get done.

Knowing how many Sales
People feel about Opportunity
Reviews, you need to make sure
the whole thing is a positive and
motivating experience. This is
where your coaching skills come in.
Here are a couple of techniques
you can use.

Activating the Plus 
To keep the atmosphere positive
and prevent the Opportunity Owner
from becoming defensive, you

could propose an Opportunity
Review by saying something like
“You have put a great deal of effort
into this opportunity. When can we
sit down to see what else needs to
be done to win the deal?”

Pain-Pleasure
You can encourage self-reflection
by drawing parallels to past positive
or negative experiences, or
imagining the consequences if
certain situations develop.

Pain: Do you remember what
happened when...? What would
happen if...? What could you do
differently this time to avoid that
outcome? 

Pleasure: Do you remember the
success you had when...? What
impact would that have on this
sales opportunity? What do you
need to do to repeat that success
this time around?

So, as a Manager, you are using
the Opportunity Review to get a real
insight into how the pitch is really
going, how all those resources you
are investing are being used and at
the same time increasing the
probability of winning.

Good practice, to make sure you
are making the most of these
reviews, is to have someone sit in
on your reviews from time to time
and give you feedback about how
well you run it, and suggest areas
for improvement.

Don’t run Opportunity Reviews
Well you should, but just don’t call
them that. It’s a term that has
become so associated with
negative feelings among Sales
People that we suggest using the
term Deal Pit-Stop instead. If
everyone thinks of this meeting as a
way to refuel, recharge and refocus
on the way to the chequered flag,
then feelings are much more
positive.

A Deal Pit-Stop allows you to
see what is going on in good time,
so you can take action to address
problems. It makes your sales
forecast more reliable and helps to
avoid wasting resources by
weeding out opportunities you
never will win. Sales People come
to see Deal Pit Stops as a positive
exercise that helps them win
business, so they are keen to ask
for one themselves.

Ask yourself these questions
Here are a few questions you might
like to ask yourself when thinking
about Opportunity Reviews:

� Does your Sales Team give you
nasty surprises? 
� Do you know how good your
Opportunity Reviews are? 
� Does the team think they are
positive and help them win the
deal?                                                   �

Phil Kreindler – 24 years experience in B2B sales
performance improvement consulting, coaching
and training, co-author of articles in Harvard
Business Review in 2006 and Harvard Business Manager in 2008
and 2014. For more information, please visit Here.
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Stu is also a DMA Hall of Fame-
nominated marketer, and

author of Drawing Attention, Big Fat
Beautiful Head and his soon to be
published How to Get a Meeting
with Anyone: The Amazing Power
of Contact Marketing.

Stu is in the vanguard of a
movement he calls Contact
Marketing, an emergent form of
marketing that fuses marketing and
sales. Although the title of Stu’s
new book promises a meeting with
“anyone,” anyone is not his goal.
He gets you to in front of senior
level executive prospects—a
prospecting campaign goal that
every SVP of Sales and B2B
salesperson can relate to. 

Conventional wisdom tells us a
100% response rate from a direct
marketing campaign is not
possible. But ROI for Contact
Marketing Campaigns has proven
off the scale. Most Contact
Marketing campaigns are
producing response rates as high
as 100% and one produced more
that a $600,000 ROI. 

Some of the campaigns are
outright audacious. For example, to
reach Larry Ellison, Oracle
Corporation’s CEO who is
notoriously hard to get to, a
company spent $10,000.00 to place
a contact letter as a full page ad in
the Wall St Journal. They letter was
successful: the sale of the company
which was the objective of the
campaign. But most campaigns
while creative can range for $0 to
$10,000 per effort. 

How would you like your prospecting letters and emails to
be so compelling that they wind up framed on your new
customers’ walls? Impossible? Wall Street Journal
cartoonist Stu Heinecke uses cartoons to do just that. 

Using Cartoons to Draw Prospects—Literally!
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Linda Richardson

Stu specializes in cartoon
campaigns and he has a long line of
record breaking campaigns for
many of the world’s biggest direct
marketers such as Time, Inc.,
Forbes, Harvard Business Review,
The New Yorker, The NBA and
NHL, Sandoz Pharmaceuticals and
GSK GlaxoSmithKline. In those
Contact Campaigns Stu produces
“Big Boards” which are 18” x 24”
foam core boards with a cartoon
about the recipient on one side and
a message on the other which
shares a relevant insight and a
request to talk. Additionally, for
executives that have assistants
which Stu thinks of not as
gatekeepers but talent scouts, he
includes them in the campaign as
well. 

So how can the magic of
cartoons work for you and your
organization? One insurance
company identified 30 executives
as priority contacts. Stu developed
a campaign involving his
BigBoards, which he sent via
FedEx to the target executives. The
sales reps followed up over the
phone. Where there were executive
assistants involved, they received
thank-you cards featuring their own
personalized cartoons. The result
was a nearly 100% response rate
and an ROI of over 10,000% -- and
climbing.

Stu’s own example may be the
best. Early in his career he knew he
wanted to create direct response
campaigns for the big magazine
publishers. Using his cartoons he
landed Rolling Stone and
BonAppetit and the campaigns he
did for them set new response
records. Having hit what he calls a

“double home run” he wanted to
spread out to the rest of the industry
which meant reaching 24 VPs at big
publishing houses. He felt he could
not tolerate anything less than a
100% response. He spent less than
$100.00 on personalized cartoon
prints with a letter to each VP
explaining how he used cartoons to
beat the controls for the two
magazines and suggested a test for
their titles. He got through to all 24
VPs and closed millions of dollars
of business which he used to
launch his business.

Editorial readership surveys
have long shown that cartoons are
the best read and remembered part
of magazines and newspapers. Stu
leveraged that insight to apply
cartoons to mailing campaigns to
draw prospects in. 

He explained that “Cartoons, like
all humor, are about truths revealed
in a twist.” His cartoons are always
about the recipient and he is careful
to steer their use to the truth they
reveal. He learns gathers these
individualized truths by starting with
an assumption that everyone on the
list feels pride in their business
accomplishments if they are C-level
executives. I then memorialize that
as specific to the person situation
as research can provide to
memorialize that in the cartoon. By
getting it right we create an
irresistible keeper. He says that
“When the humor is on target, the
effect is simply stunning.” 

I was captivated by this
approach because I continuously

see sales organizations and
salespeople struggle to make
contact with prospects and secure
meetings with executives sponsors
critical to winning business. I
recently spoke with a salesperson
who lost a deal after seven months
of intense contact—but not at the
right level. The salesperson finally
met the executive too late—at the
final presentation. 

I have always loved cartoons.
The idea that cartoons can serve as
another arrow in the quiver of
prospecting to get to executives is
exciting especially in a sales
environment in which salespeople
are tasked with not only responding
to clients but generating demand. 

Stu sees Contact Marketing as a
“shortcut to explosive growth.” His
advice: “Always have a tightly-
focused list of executives who can
change the scale of your career or
sales results. Executives are the
right target audience for Contact
Marketing. Keep your focus on
creating those relationships.”

As I think about it really what
could be better than beginning
executive relationships with a
smile.                                                  �

To learn more about Contact
Marketing and reach Stu
Heinecke: Twitter or Facebook
byStuHeinecke, e-mail at
stuheinecke@gmail.com or call
206-286-8668, or visit
CartoonLink.com
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You may have even set your
goals for 2015. But what can

you do to kick-off the New Year so
that 2015 is your best year ever?
Here are my top 10 tips:

1) Go All In on Your Goals and
Write a Plan. If you know how
much money you want to earn in
2015 and have a compelling reason
to earn it, the next step is to figure
out how. Subtract your salary, as

well as commissions, on booked
and/or residual business to
determine the remaining required
income. Based on your existing
commission or bonus plan, how
much new business must you
close? How many new sales or
accounts are required? What are
the metrics to close one – in other
words, how many proposals,
demos, qualified opportunities,
prospects and suspects does it

take? Multiply that by the number of
new sales or accounts required.
You now have the activity required.
Divide that by the number of selling
days in the year. That gives you
your daily metrics. Chapter 3 in my
Baseline Selling Field Guide will
step you through this entire
process. Finally, where will that
business come from? How much of
that is already in your pipeline and
how much of it must be found?

2) Live in Your CRM. Resolve to
begin each day from inside your
CRM and specifically, in your
pipeline. I love the ready-to-use
Baseline Selling version of
Membrain for this purpose. From

You’ve made your New Years resolutions to exercise, lay
off the carbs, lose weight, be kind, leave the cell phone in
another room at night, close the laptop by 9PM, and be an
all around better person. 

The Kurlan Approach to 2015 

http://www.amazon.com/Baseline-Selling-Field-Guide-Kurlan/dp/0615402232/
http://www.membrain.com/baseline-selling


Dave Kurlan

the exercise above, you should
know how many opportunities are
required for each of four stages of
the pipeline. A pipeline with typical
conversion ratios might have 12
Suspects, 6 Prospects, 3 Qualified
and 2 Closable. Determine how
many opportunities must be added
to your pipeline, which opportunities
need your attention to move
forward, and which opportunities
are ready to be closed. Use email
as a tool to make your pipeline work
- not the other way around.

3) Use the Phone. Use email to
confirm dates, times and numbers
and exchange agreed upon
information. Do what old-school
salespeople do and have ALL of
your non face-to-face meetings
over the phone. Follow my lead and
conduct videoconferences. Quickly
create a page like this one that I built
in Postwire for a professional, slick,
and impressive way to share
necessary documents, collateral and
content instead of sending via email.

4) Improve Your Sales Capability.
Skills are only a part of what can

make you effective. The truth is that
your Sales DNA is an even more
critical part of a salesperson’s
makeup than skills. Sales DNA is
represented by strengths that
support your ability to execute, or
weaknesses that interfere. My
SalesMind CD uses powerful self-
hypnosis and affirmations to help
you quickly overcome your
weaknesses and strengthen your
Sales DNA. Quickly improve your
ability to ask great questions, push
back, talk about money, become
rejection-proof, overcome call-
reluctance, control your thoughts
and emotions, reprogram your self-
limiting beliefs, become a better
decision maker and much more.

5) Be Productive. Use powerful
web applications or device specific
apps that sync across all of your
devices so that you can get more
done. I like Wunderlist for tasks,
Google Calendar, Evernote for
notes, Schedule Once (Membrain
users have our own version of this)
to make it easy for people to
schedule a meeting with you,
ToutApp for managing email lists
and templates, Hubspot for my Blog
and inbound analytics, Google
Drive for documents and
spreadsheets, Wistia for video, and
Dropbox for file storage. Shufflr is
great for sharing PowerPoint files
with my team as well as quickly and
easily building presentations from
slides you’ve already used in
other presentations. I use Zoom
for HD video conferencing and

AdobeConnect for my Webinar/
Video Broadcast platform. It’s only
with email that I use different
applications on different devices.
On my Mac desktop and laptop I
use Outlook for Mac. On my
Android phone I use MailDroid, and
on my iPad I use Acompli. So while
the emails apps are all different,
they still sync across all of my
devices.

6) Become a Consultative Seller.
I’ve written about this enough. You
know what it means. It’s time. Be
like Nike. Just do it.

7) Become a Value Seller. I’ve
written a lot about this recently.
Check out this series of value
selling articles on my Blog.

8) Follow a Proven, Milestone-
Centric Sales Process. Check out
this series of articles on Sales
Process from my Blog.

9) Look at that - You skipped over
tip #1 – it’s so easy to skip that I
included it twice, because it’s really
the first thing you need to do in
January!

10) Be More Productive. Use
ConnectAndSell to reach more
prospects by phone than you ever
believed possible. Using their
service, you can connect with 7-8
prospects per hour - instead of per
week!                                                  �
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Dave is the founder and CEO of OMG and Kurlan
& Associates. Find out more by visiting here.

How many new sales or
accounts are required?

What are the metrics to
close one – in other
words, how many
proposals, demos,

qualified opportunities,
prospects and suspects

does it take?

https://www.postwire.com/page/548fa4c782b8130fe758d3ef
https://www.objectivemanagement.com/omginfo/page/Order-SalesMind.aspx
https://www.wunderlist.com/
https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/2465776?hl=en
https://evernote.com/
http://www.scheduleonce.com/
http://www.hubspot.com/
http://go.toutapp.com/9542ec2bcb2905a744
http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/drive
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/drive
http://wistia.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/
http://shfflr.com
http://zoom.us/
http://www.adobe.com/uk/products/adobeconnect.html
http://www.otherinbox.com/maildroid/
https://www.acompli.com/
http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog/selling-value-everything-you-always-wanted-to-know
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Joanne Black

Or do you prefer to connect with

prospects who genuinely want to

learn more about how you can help

them?

One of the biggest challenges in
professional B2B sales is reaching
busy decision makers. They rarely
agree to take sales calls. And even
when they do, their attention spans
are short. 

The best salespeople know that a
hot introduction is similar to skipping
the first date. It allows you to fast-
forward past all of the awkward,
uncomfortable moments and start
from a place of mutual trust. 

That’s why referrals are so
effective - and why top performers
make it a priority to build up a steady
stream of personal introductions. 

Referrals convert to customers
50 percent to 70 percent of the
time. No other sales or marketing
strategy comes close to matching
this incredible success rate.

But, sadly, most sales teams
don’t have a system for finding
referrals and following up in a natural
way. So a lot of reps struggle,  while
the “lucky few” who have mastered
referral selling consistently close
more deals with less stress. 

It’s not magic. Anybody can learn
to turn hot introductions into happy
customers.  

Joanne Black, America’s leading
authority on referral selling, shared
some proven sales tips in a

presentation at Dreamforce 2014,
“Harness the Power of Referrals to
Pack Your Pipeline.” This article
contains highlights from her
presentation. 

1. Make referrals a priority. 
If you want referrals to become your
major outreach, then that is what
you need to focus on. But it doesn’t
negate any of your other sales and
marketing strategies. You still have
your CRM and marketing automation.
As a salesperson, part of your job is
to generate your own qualified
leads. Referrals get integrated into
the sales process.  

Referrals aren’t outside the
way you work; they become the
way you work. Network. Ask people
how you can help them. Proactively
request referrals. Let people know
who they should introduce you to and
why. Highlight the business impact.

2. Build metrics around referrals.
Some sales leaders think referrals
are nice to have, but they can’t
measure them because they are
squishy. You can measure referrals,
as long as you understand that they
take time to develop. Here are six
key metrics:
1. Number of people you ask for

referrals each week.
2. Number of referrals you receive.
3. Number of referral meetings you
schedule.
4. Number of meetings you conduct.
5. Conversion rates. 
6. Value of each referral.

3. Reinforce behaviors, not
activities.
Referral selling doesn’t just happen
- it requires a behavior change.
Some people don’t feel comfortable
asking or they ask in dumb ways. 

So how do you get past that? 
Practice and build solid skills.

Like anything else, you have to
practice referral selling and be
accountable. Why do we have a
trainer at the gym? All the equipment
is there. All we have to do is use it.
We hire a trainer for reinforcement
and accountability.  

Implement your referral selling
strategy. Sales leaders must coach
their teams and hold them
accountable. Ask questions like,
“Who are you going to ask for
referrals this week and what are the
conversations you are going to have
with them?”

Joanne’s proven process will
help you quickly establish trust with
your buyers and crush your quotas.
You can learn more about referral
selling in her bestselling book, “No
More Cold Calling.” �
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3 Sales Tips for Earning More Referrals
What’s your favorite kind of sales call? Do you enjoy
hounding total strangers who act too busy to listen to a
single word you say?

Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more by visiting here.
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The day starts like any other day.
You open your inbox to check

your emails. Maybe it's from your
boss or from the CEO of the
company. Maybe it's from a peer,
direct report, customer or a vender. It
could also be an email from
customer service or a friend. Or,
maybe it's from someone you
respect, even admire.

After reading the email, you think
to yourself, "A five-year-old can write
a more articulate email than this.
Look at all of these punctuation
errors and misspellings, let alone the
grammatical mistakes. And for the
last twenty years, this person has
been the VP of Sales for a multi-
billion dollar company!"

How does this happen? Why do
some of the smartest, most successful
people find it so difficult to put an
intelligent, well-crafted email together?
As a wordsmith myself, I’m sensitive
to this question and realize there’s a
bucket full of reasons as to why
people struggle with any form of
writing, whether it is writing
creatively, drafting or responding to
an email, writing a proposal, crafting
presentations or marketing materials,
or any type of writing that is part of
their typical work day.

This aside, one constant still
remains. When you work for a
company and rely heavily on email
or any form of written communication
as a way to communicate, connect,

collaborate and engage with people,
then what you write is a reflection of
you and your entire organization.

Studies show that employees,
especially salespeople, can spend
50% or more of their time reading,
writing and responding to emails.

A Hidden Opportunity
However, most of the time,
companies step over the opportunity
to evaluate this critical communication
skill, make an offer to the candidate
they have been interviewing, and
don't realize that the person they just
hired is virtually illiterate!

When looking at your hiring and
interviewing process, most of the
managers who are part of the
process would admit that assessing
people's written skills is a missed
opportunity and something they
need to do more consistently.
Unfortunately, most managers don't
have a process to successfully
assess someone's writing aptitude.
To compound this challenge, what if
the person who is doing the hiring
also struggles with written
communication? Who in your
company is able to objectively and
effectively evaluate a candidate's
writing acumen?

Here's a make or break exercise
you can add as another step in your
interviewing process to ensure you
are hiring someone who is an all-
around engaging, collaborative and
effective communicator.

First, take a look at your email
archives or sent emails folder. You
are looking for three unique
scenarios. Find a few emails that
contain the entire written conversation
thread to provide background and
context that you feel would be most

How often do you and your salespeople use email
throughout your sales process? Learn how to avoid hiring
salespeople with the writing acumen of a five-year-old.

This Manager Found a Top
Salesperson Using This Email
Simulation
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Keith Rosen

relevant for the position you're
looking to fill. Make sure they are
three distinct situations from three
different people.

Remove the names of the people
from the original email and
conversation thread or any other
sensitive information you need to
omit in order to protect privacy,
intellectual property or if you have
any HR/internal compliance guidelines
to follow.

Once done, schedule a meeting
with the candidate (phone or in-
person) and forward these three
emails to them. Each candidate will
then be asked to craft a response to
each email, which they will then
send to you to be evaluated. Make
sure you explain the intention and
objective of this simulation. Here's
one simple way to do so.

"Let's imagine for a moment that
you have been hired for this position
and are now the acting Director of
Business Development. You have
just received these three emails
from three different people. You can
gather the details of each scenario in
the email thread. As the acting
Director of Business Development,
how would you respond to each
email?"

Keep it Real
Provide them with enough time to
craft an intelligent response. Within
the next hour or so, you will receive
three email responses written by
these candidates, making this
simulation as real, relevant and as
timely as possible. Most important,
you have just assessed whether or
not you would feel comfortable with
how this person communicates in
writing and how they represent your

company.
Keep in mind - the emails don't all

have to be from customers.
Depending upon the role you're
hiring for, the email could be from a
prospect, a peer, boss, customer
support, your help desk, or if you're
looking to hire a manager, it could be
from their hypothetical direct report.
Any relevant scenario could work.
Here are some examples.

1. Service issue
2. Creating a value proposition
3. Upselling issue
4. Irate customer
5. Competitive situation
6. Renewal
7. Getting to the decision maker
8. A sale may be lost to a

competitor
9. Several pricing objections from

the prospect
10. Discount issue
11. Internal employee issue
12. Help desk issue
13. Sales needs to communicate

with support
14. Relationship issue
15. Working on a project with a

cross functional team
16. Performance issue

Can they cheat? Sure. That's why I
suggest scheduling this exercise
with them on the telephone or in
person, and have them complete it
during that allocated time.

And what about your current
employees? It's never too late! You
can do this as a team or individual
coaching exercise to uncover

opportunities to strengthen their
written communication skills and
ultimately, their personal brand.

A Real World Success Story
Here's how one manager leveraged
this exercise to make the right hiring
decision. Brian, a client of mine, was
the VP of Sales for a pharmaceutical
company who was looking to hire a
new Regional Sales Manager. He
narrowed it down to two candidates.
He felt both were a perfect fit and
that he couldn’t really make a bad
decision. But Brian couldn't decide. I
suggested this exercise, which he
did. After reviewing the emails each
candidate had written, Brian
reported back that it was this
exercise that secured his decision.

Throughout the interviewing
process, Brian said that both
candidates were very articulate,
polished and experienced. On the
telephone and face to face, each
person presented and communicated
very well. They also had successful
track records and stellar references.

However, when comparing their
writing acumen, their expertise,
style, professionalism, clarity and
brevity of message, spelling,
grammar, etiquette, closing statement
and vocabulary, one candidate clearly
rose above the other.

When you effectively evaluate all
of the competencies every person
needs in order to be successful in
their role, you’ll shift your focus from
hiring fast to hiring right.                     �
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Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Working with complex b2b sales is
really about change management.
You are helping people make the
improvements needed to move
their business in a positive
direction. However, in order to
improve, they will need to change
how they do things and you are
interrupting their status quo. The
more risky and cumbersome they
perceive this change to be, the
more complex the deal becomes.

They already know what they
have, but there is uncertainty about
how your products and services will
affect the future. If you’re selling
something they have purchased

earlier and it did not live up to their
expectations, they have an
additional negative experience on
their risk radar.

Understand your buyers
Some sales development experts
are voicing their thoughts on this
topic. Sharon Drew Morgen comes
to mind and the Prosales Institute
has also done a great job in laying
out the importance of better
understanding the buying team
before rushing in to close the sale.
Sharon Drew points out the
importance of getting buy-in as ...

Content creation is becoming the
cornerstone of many marketing
plans. With content marketing's
rise, organizations are struggling
with using it to gain an advantage.

CMOs have a tough job
balancing content needs with staff
resources and the marketing
budget. This can lead to sacrificing
content quality to hit content
production goals.

We've found that CMOs are
having difficulty transitioning to the
world of content marketing.  Some
worry the CEO won't understand
their strategy while others remain
stuck in the past. A recent report

revealed that 70% of marketers will
produce more content in 2015.
Stakeholders may endorse content
marketing, but effective execution
requires a differentiated and
sustainable strategy.

Know Your Landscape
Your first task is to understand your
competitive landscape.  We know
that useful benchmarking starts
with evaluating your competitor's
operations. It's a free education on
your rival's dime.

Know Your Buyer ...

Read More Here�

Read More Here�

This Week’s Top Sales Article
B2B sales = change management by George Brontén

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
How to Turn Your Content Marketing Plan into A
Competitive Advantage by Mike Drapeau
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